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Abstract. Chloroplast genomes have eight-cluster structuredness, in
triplet frequency space. Small fragments of a genome converted into a
triplet frequency dictionaries are the elements to be clustered. Typical
structure consists of eight clusters: six of them correspond to three dif-
ferent positions of a reading frame shifted for 0, 1 and 2 nucleotides (in
two opposing strands), the seventh cluster corresponds to a junk regions
of a genome, and the eighth cluster is comprised by the fragments with
excessive GC-content bearing specific RNA genes. The structure exhibits
a specific symmetry.
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1 Introduction

Previously, a seven-cluster pattern claiming to be a universal one in bacterial
genomes has been reported [1, 2]. This structure was found to be universal, for
bacteria; and very elegant theory explaining the observed patterns was proposed.
Keeping in mind the most popular theory of chloroplast origin [3–6], we tried to
find whether a similar pattern is observed in chloroplast genomes. Surprisingly,
eight cluster structure has been found, for chloroplasts, not the seven-cluster
one, and the patterns differ rather significantly.

Evidently, such studies are of great evolutionary value: comparing various
structures found in DNA sequences of various organisms, one expects to retrieve
the evolution process details ranging from races and species to global ecological
systems. Here one has to study a three-sided entity: structure, function, and
phylogeny. Quite often all three issues are so tightly interweaved that one fails
to distinguish the effects and contributions of each issue separately. Here we
explore the relation between structure and taxonomy of the bearers of chloroplast
genomes. A number of papers aims to study evolutionary processes on the basis of
genome sequences structures peculiarities retrieval [8, 7] or a comparative study
of some peculiar fragments of genomes [9–14] of chloroplasts.
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Let now introduce the strict definitions and exact statements. We shall con-
sider symbol sequences from four-letter alphabet ℵ = {A,C,G,T} of the length
M ; the length here is just the total number of symbols (nucleotides) in a se-
quence. No other symbols or gaps in the sequence take place, by supposition, at
least, at the beginning. Any coherent string ω = ν1ν2 . . . νq of the length q makes
a word. A structure to be retrieved from chloroplast genomes is provided by clus-
tering of the fragments of equal length isolated within a genome so that each
fragment is converted into a triplet frequency dictionary with non-overlapping
triplets with no gaps in frame tiling. Thus, we shall keep the consideration within
the study of the triplet ω3 = ν1ν2ν3 frequency dictionaries, only.

Further, we shall consider the genomes of chloroplasts retrieved from EMBL–
bank. In case where extra symbols falling out of the alphabet ℵ take place in
a sequence, these former were eliminated; the procedure of such elimination is
discussed in Subsec. 2.2.

2 Frequency dictionary and genome fragmentation

Indeed, a triplet frequency dictionary could be defined in various ways. The
simplest case is provided by the dictionary W(3,1), where the first index shows
the length of the words counted in a dictionary, and the second one is the step
length (i. e., the number of nucleotides located between two sequential positions
of a frame reading). And the frequency dictionary itself is the list of the words
(these are the triplets, in our case) found in a sequence, so that each entry of the
list is provided by the frequency of that latter. The frequency is defined easily:

fω =
nω
N

(1)

where nω is the number of copies of the specific word ω, and N is the total
number of the counted words (with respect to the copies number);

N =
∑
ω

nω .

For W(3,1) N = M , and it is not so in general case. A frequency dictionary Wq

of nucleotide sequences is claimed to be an entity bearing a lot of information on
that latter [15–20]. A consistent and comprehensive study of frequency dictionar-
ies answers the questions concerning the statistical and information properties
of DNA sequences.

In general, one might study a frequency dictionary W(n,m) that comprises the
words of the length n counted with the step in m nucleotides. For the purposes
of our study, we shall consider the frequency dictionaries W(3,3). Such frequency
dictionary is defined ambiguously: there could be three different start positions
for triplet counting. Strictly speaking, one should study all three dictionaries
of W(3,3) type; moreover, the key issue here is that the three frequency dictio-
naries W(3,3) differing in the start position exhibit sounding difference in their
statistical properties, when determined for coding and non-coding regions of a
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genome [1, 2]. This difference yields the clustering standing behind the struc-
turedness we are speaking about.

2.1 Genome fragmentation

For the purposes of the study, we shall not consider all three versions of frequency
dictionary W(3,3) differed in start position; on the contrary, we shall define so
called phase of a fragment. Let now describe the procedure for structuredness
retrieval in more detail. Consider a genome sequence that is stipulated to be
a symbol sequence from four-letter alphabet ℵ. Let then fix the sliding win-
dow length L and the step length R figures. Cover then a genome with a tiling
windows of the given length moving upright (for definiteness) alongside the se-
quence, with the step R; if R < L then two windows overlap, otherwise they do
not overlap. This is the preliminary transformation of a genome; convert then
each identified fragment (of the length L) into the frequency dictionary W(3,3)

so that the start position of the reading frame for triplets to coincide to the first
nucleotide in the fragment. Thus, a genome is transformed into an ensemble of
W(3,3) frequency dictionaries; here each dictionary is labeled with the number of
the fragment, as determined alongside the sequence. Finally, we get an ensem-
ble of the points in 63-dimensional metric space, where each point represents a
fragment of the genome.

The aim of the work is to reveal the patterns produced by the distribution
of those points in 63-dimensional space; formally, the triplet frequencies yield
64-dimensional space, while a triplet must be excluded. Linear constraint

TTT∑
ω=AAA

fω = 1

inflicts rather strong dependence which, in turn, may bring a false signal. Thus,
a triplet must be excluded; formally, any triplet may be eliminated. Practically,
we excluded the triplet with the lowest standard deviation figure observed over
the entire ensemble of frequency dictionaries.

2.2 Fragment phase definition

Previously, three versions of W(3,3) frequency dictionary have been mentioned;
they differ in the position of reading frame shift. Here we did not derive all three
versions of W(3,3); on contrary, we defined the so called phase index for each
fragment. The phase is defined by the reciprocal position of a fragment against
a coding region. Thus, a fragment is labeled as
phase 0, if the start of a fragment perfectly matches the start of a coding

region, or the reminder of the division of the distance from the start position
of a coding regions to a fragment by 3 is equal to 0;

phase 1, if the reminder from the division of the distance from the start posi-
tion of a coding regions to a fragment by 3 is equal to 1;
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phase 2, if the reminder from the division of the distance from the start posi-
tion of a coding regions to a fragment by 3 is equal to 2.

If a part of a fragment falls out of a coding region, the fragment is labeled by
junk phase. Here we did not distinguish exon-intron structure of a gene.

Actually, the labeling system includes eight items: the phases F0, F1 and
F2 correspond to the labels mentioned above, as determined for the leading
strand; the phases B0, B1 and B2 correspond to the labels mentions above, as
determined for the ladder strand. In this case, the reminder was determined not
from the start position of a coding region, but from the end one. Finally, the
special phase tail was introduced, to identify the peculiar group of fragments
within a genome.

Here the problem of extra symbols arises. Indeed, an elimination of some
extras (if any) may cause the shift of the number of a nucleotide position de-
termined alongside the sequence. Such shift may affect the reminder calcula-
tion, when a phase is determined. To avoid such deterioration of coding and
non-coding regions borders, we remain the numbers of the nucleotides; in other
words, an elimination affected both extras, and their numbers in the sequence.

3 Results

We examined 185 chloroplast genomes. Each genome has been covered with
a tiling set of fragments, then each fragment has been converted into W(3,3)

frequency dictionary, and the phase of each fragment was determined; the dic-
tionaries corresponding to the fragments were marked up with the phase index,
as well as with the number of the fragment. We used ViDaExpert software [21]
to visualize and cluster the data. The greatest majority of genomes exhibits the
triplets GCG and CGC having the least standard deviation figures (that were ex-
cluded). The excluded triplets form a remarkable couple: they yield the so called
complementary palindrome, see subsec. 3.2 for details.

The greatest majority of the genomes exhibit similar pattern of the frag-
ments distribution. Fig. 1 shows a typical distribution pattern of the ensemble
of fragments converted into W(3,3) frequency dictionaries. This picture presents
the chloroplast genome of cranberry Vaccinium macrocarpon (AC JQ248601) in
EMBL–bank; total length of the genome is 176 037 bp. The length L = 603 nu-
cleotides, and R = 11 nucleotides. The motivation to fix xuch parameters values
is following: L here is comparable to a gene length, and R provides sufficiently
dense lattice of a sequence. Definitely, one may choose other parameters figures,
while a direct check showed that the pattern is insensitive to them, in rather
wide range of parameters.

The points are projected from 63-dimensional Euclidean space determined
by triplet frequencies into the three-dimensional Euclidean space determined by
three main principal components [22]. The subfigure (a) shows the distribution
in “profile” projection (where the first principle component falls on the plane
and is directed from left to right; the subfigure (b) shows the same distribution
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(a) profile (b) full face

Fig. 1. Cranberry Vaccinium macrocarpon chloroplast genome fragments distribution;
left is profile view, right is full face view.

in “full face” projection, where the first principle component is normal to the
figure plane.

The phases are colored: phase F0 and B0 are colored in amaranth and cerise,
respectively; the phase F1 and B1 are colored in lemon and orange, respectively;
finally, the phase F2 and B2 are colored in green and cyan, respectively. The
junk phase is colored in maroon.

Let now concentrate on the left subfigure of Fig. 1. It looks like a kind of fish
with a short tail; and the fragments comprising this part of the distribution are
those labeled as tail phase. The occurrence of this phase differs the chloroplast
genomes from bacterial ones. The fragments comprising this tail phase are known
for its highly increases GC-content value: while the genome-wide figure for that
former is 0.38, the specific values for the tail phase fragments tends to exceed
0.5 level. As one can see from Fig. 1, the tail phase consists of both junk and
coding fragments. The tail phase fragments present the densely packed cluster of
tRNA genes, 16S RNA genes, 23S RNA genes and some other S RNA genes. This
cluster has nothing to do with those identified through the mutual distribution
of the fragments in the Euclidean space of triplet frequencies. Fig. 2 shows the
behaviour of GC-content alongside the genome: junk phase is shown in brown,
while the coding regions are shown in blue; two very distinct peaks (shown in
ovals) in this figure located in diapasons ∼110 000 ≤ ∼115 000 and ∼165 000 ≤
∼170 000 comprise the points forming the tail phase.

3.1 Clustering vs. visualization

Fig. 1 shows the distribution of the ensemble of W(3,3) frequency dictionaries; so
the question arises whether these observations towards the preference in phase lo-
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Fig. 2. GC-content of cranberry chloroplast genome determined for each fragment.

cation in the clusters are really existing? In other words, one must check whether
a similar clustering could be derived due to some clustering technique. Other-
wise, one has to consider the visualized groups of points to be an artifact. To
verify it, we have carried out K-means clustering, with K = 4 clusters.

K-means clustering yields very stable dispersion of the fragments into four
classes. Fig. 3 shows the clustering results. First of all, the clustering is very
stable: a hundred of runs of K-means resulted in the same distribution of
the points. Next, obviously, K-means for K = 4 is unable to dissociate the
points of junk phase from those belonging to coding regions; an exclusion of the
junk points from clustering still remains the stable separation into four classes.
We did not aim to study clustering of the fragments with an unsupervised clus-
ter technique; on the contrary, the idea was to compare the clusters identified
by phases: thus, K = 4 seems to be natural, for such test. The test shows good
separation, so that the phase defined clusters are not artifacts. Still, the triplet
GCG was excluded, for clustering implementation. So, the stability of clustering
is proven, hence the beams identified due to visualization are not a artifact, but
correspond to naturally determined structure units.
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(a) profile (b) full face

Fig. 3. K-means clustering (K = 4 of cranberry Vaccinium macrocarpon chloroplast
genome fragments.

3.2 Symmetry in genome clustering

Let now consider Fig. 1 in more detail. Careful examination of the subfigure (b)
shows the specific behaviour of the phases: indeed, the phases {F0, B0} and
{F1, B1} occupy two opposing beams of the pattern shown in this figure. The
phase {F2, B2} occupy the same beam. This behaviour is not occasional: we have
examined 185 chloroplast genomes of ground plants, and all of them exhibit the
same phase occupancy.

This behaviour differs completely from similar one observed in bacterial
genomes [1, 2]. Two different symmetries stand behind the difference: transla-
tional (rotational) symmetry is observed for bacterial genomes, while mirror
symmetry is observed for chloroplast ones. The phases patterns (triangles) must
be projected one over another, and they are rotated in opposite directions. This
symmetry has another manifest in the discrepancy value of the second Chargaff’s
parity rule determined for centers of those beams. Let’s discuss it in more detail.

Chargaff’s symmetry of phase clusters The first Chargaff’s parity rule
stipulates a proximity (rather tight) of the fractions of A’s and T’s, as well as the
fractions of C’s and G’s counted over a genome. The second Chargaff’s parity rule
says that the fraction of the strings comprising the complementary palindrome
are also rather close. That former is a couple of words (of the length q) that
are read equally in opposite directions, with respect to the complementarity rule
(that was originally formulated for a double strand DNA molecule): G↔ C and
A↔ T. The point is that the fractions (same as frequencies) are counted over a
single strand, with neither respect to the second one.
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Typical example of a couple of triplets making a complementary palindrome
are the triplets that were excluded, when clustering was carried out: GCG ⇔
CGC; another example is the couple GCCGTAGT ⇔ ACTACGGC. Two genetic
entities could be compared through the discrepancy calculation determined over
a frequency dictionary (or two of them):

µq =
2

4q

√∑
ω∗∈Ω

(
fω∗ − fω

)2
, (2)

where ω∗ and ω are the words comprising a complementary palindrome.
So, the symmetry observed in chloroplast genomes could manifest in (2) fig-

ures determined for various beams of the pattern shown in Fig. 1. We calculated
µ value (2) for all three beams identified in Fig. 1 (see also Fig. 3), with exclusion
of the points belonging to tail phase and junk; these values are

µ1 = 0.001350 , µ2 = 0.001224 and µ3 = 0.000290 .

Obviously, the third beam has an order less discrepancy figure, in comparison
to two others. These figures have been obtained for 32 couples of triplets of an
arithmetic mean of the frequencies of the points of each beam.

Similar pattern is observed for inter-beam discrepancy calculations. Here
unlike in (2), one must sum up the squared differences of the frequencies of all
64 couples, since there is no guarantee of the equivalence of two differences

f (1)ω − f (2)ω and f
(1)
ω − f (2)ω ,

where the superscript indicates two compared beams. The observed figures are
the following:

ρ (beam1,beam2) = 0.011991 , ρ (beam1,beam3) = 0.051165 ,

ρ (beam3,beam2) = 0.054165 .

Again, the beam # 3 is isolated from two others. The direct comparison of the
means and the clusters comprised from various phases unambiguously proves
that the beam # 3 is the cluster consisting of F2 and B2 phases.

4 Discussion

The labeling system of the formally identified fragments in a sequence seems to
be rather strict and to provide a kind of bias in favor of the non-coding regions.
A rough estimation of the number of border fragments (i. e., those that fall both
in coding and non-coding regions of a genome) in the ensemble is small enough.
Suppose, the number of coding regions in a chloroplast genome is 50. Then the
approximate number of such border fragments is about L × R−1 × 50 ≈ 3000.
This estimation shows rather significant bias to junk labeled fragments resulted
from the border fragments, so it may deteriorate the patterns from these border
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fragments. Yet, further investigation is necessary to answer this question, while
the hypothesis is that the impact of those border fragment is not significant,
currently.

In papers [1, 2] an approach to reveal a structuredness in bacterial genomes
based on the comparison of frequency dictionaries W(3,3) of the fragments of
a genome is presented; our results show that chloroplasts behave in other way
always clustering in two coinciding triangles. The vertices of that latter cor-
respond to phases of a reading frame comprising the fragments with identical
reading frame shift figure (reminder value). Another important issue is that GC-
content does not determine the positioning of the clusters, unlike for bacterial
genomes.

A mirror symmetry in frequency dictionaries of W(3,3) type is the most
intriguing issue of the work: such symmetry was never observed in bacterial
genomes, nor in yeast genomes, nor in the genomes of some other higher organ-
isms. Whether this mirror symmetry is the specific feature of chloroplasts, or it
is peculiar for any organelle, is a matter of question. For chloroplasts, the sym-
metry has been checked for a number of genomes of the plants of various taxa.
An idea to reveal some similarities in the patterns described above, in chloro-
plast genomes, and in some other genetic entities which are claimed to be a
kind of relatives of chloroplasts was disproved: we checked several cyanobacteria
genomes for the pattern occurrence, and nothing similar was found [23].

Careful examination of the databases implemented for each studied genome
(see also Fig. 1) shows a relative maintenance of the fraction of the fragments
labeled Fk and Bk; indeed, the set of genomes could be separated into two
subsets: the former with nFk

> nBk
, and the latter with nFk

< nBk
. Here

nFk
(nBk

, respectively) is the fraction of the fragments labeled as nFk
-phase

(nBk
-phase, respectively). We hypothesize that the minimum standard deviation

triplet (whether it would be GCG or CGC) is determined by the ratio of nFk
and

nBk
figures.

Meanwhile, the most exciting observation towards the symmetry in chloro-
plast genomes consists in the mirror symmetry of the phase-determined clusters
comprising the relevant fragments of a genome. Such symmetry manifests also in
another type of symmetric-like relation that is expressed in terms of Chargaff’s
parity rule: the phases F2 and B2 always cohere into a single cluster, that is also
identified as is by K-means. A verification of this clustering pattern over a num-
ber of chloroplast genomes allows to say that these are F2 and B2 phases that
fall into the same cluster. Moreover, the location of other phases is determined
unambiguously, against these two ones. This fact may provide an extremely fast
technique for a primary annotation of a de novo assembled chloroplast genome:
slicing a sequence into an ensemble of the fragments as it is described above and
clustering them takes seconds, and reveals the fragments which are almost for
sure ascribed to the phase (if the hypothesis on the interrelation between the
least standard deviation figure of a triplet, and the ratio of the phase differing
fragments holds true), and, what is more important, the fragments are labeled
with the reading frame shift figure.
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In conclusion, we outline few issues falling beyond the scope of this paper,
while expecting an urgent research. The first issue is the study of the chloro-
plasts from other species that tend to show a deviation from the described pat-
tern (mosses, equisetum, unicellular green algae, etc.). The second issue is more
detailed study of the part of genomes that comprise the tail phase. Finally, the
third issue is the study of “dark matter” of a genome: the fragments that cor-
respond to non-coding regions. Some preliminary investigations show that these
fragments also make various structures, and are sensitive to the taxonomy of the
bearers of the genomes. More detailed discussion of these issues falls beyond the
scope of this paper.
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